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Self-Consistent Orthogonalized-Plane-Wave and Empirically
Refined Orthogonalized-Plane-Wave Energy-Band Models

for Cubic ZnS, ZnSe, CdS, and CdSe
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First-principles orthogonalized-plane-wave energy-band calculations have been carried out for cubic ZnS,
ZnSe, CdS, and CdSe, using a nonrelativistic formalism and Slater s free-electron exchange approximation.
The calculations were first carried out in terms of a physically realistic trial crystal potential, and then
iterated to obtain a self-consistent solution. So far as we are aware, these are the first fully convergent, fully
self-consistent energy-band solutions reported for cubic II-VI semiconducting compounds. In spite of the
simplified treatment of exchange effects, and the neglect of relativistic and correlation effects, the first-
principles solutions are in qualitative and semi-quantitative agreement with experiment in all cases. It is
shown briefly how improved solutions can be obtained by introducing small, carefully chosen empirical
corrections. The adequacy of various energy-band models was tested by calculating the optical spectrum
(actually e2) and comparing this with the experimental spectrum. Actually, this comparison checks only
certain features of these energy-band models. It would be helpful to have additional experimental information
so that other features, such as the energy separation between principal and subsidiary conduction-band
minima, could also be checked.

I. INTRODUCTION
'
~~URING the past few years, a great deal of ex-

perimental and theoretical efTort has been de-
voted to the study of the energy-band structure and
related properties of II-VI compounds. ' The band struc-
ture of these compounds has been calculated by a va-
riety of methods, including the empirical pseudopoten-
tial method, ' 4 the empirically refined Korringa-Kohn-
Rostoker (ER-KKR) method, ~ r the empirically re-
fined orthogonalized-plane-wave (ER-OPW) method, ~'0

~ Part of this work has been submitted by D. J. Stukel to the
Air Force Institute of Technology, Air University, in partial
fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Science.

t The Lockheed contribution to this paper was sponsored by
the Lockheed Independent Research Fund; the Air Force Cam-
bridge Research Laboratories, Ofhce of Aerospace Research, under
Contract Xo. AF19(628)-5750; and the Aersopace Research
Laboratories, Ofhce of Aerospace Research, under Contract Xo.
AF33 (615)-5072.

'll-VI Semiconducting Compounds, 1967 International Con-
ference, edited by D. G. Thomas (W. A. Benjamin, Inc. , New York,
1967).

'M. L. Cohen and T. K. Bergstresser, Phys. Rev. 141, 789
(1966).

s T. K. Bergstresser and M. L. Cohen, Phys. Rev. 164, 1069
(1967).' M. L. Cohen, in Ref. 1, p. 462.

~ P. Eckelt, doctoral dissertation, University of Marburg, 1967
(unpublished).

6P. Eckelt, O. Madelung, and J. Treusch, Phys. Rev. Letters
18, 656 (1967).' J. Treusch, P. Eckelt, and O. Madelung, in Ref. 1, p. 588.' J. L. Shay, O'. E. Spicer, and F. Jerman, Phys. Rev. Letters
649 (1967).

~ F. Herman, R. L. Kortum, C. D. Kuglin, and J. L. Shay, in
Ref. 1, p. 503."F.Herman, R. I . Kortum, C. D. Kuglin, and J.P. Van Dyke,
in Jt/methods in Computational Physics, edited by B. Alder, S.
Fernbach, and M. Rotenberg (Academic Press Inc. , New York,
j.968), Vol. 8, Chap. 6.
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and the first-principles self-consistent OPW (SC-OPW)
method" "

All of these approaches, whether purely empirical,
semiempirical, or purely first-principles in character,
lead to energy-band pictures which are in substantial
qualitative agreement with one another. However,
different theoretical treatments lead to quantitative
predictions which may differ from o~e another by a, few
to several tenths of an eV (or more). Of course, some of
these predictions —such as the direct band gap—can be
checked against experiment, while others —such as the
energy separation between principal and subsidiary
conduction-band minima —cannot be checked with any
degree of accuracy bp analysis of avail~hie experimental
information. Although we already know a great deal
about the band structure of II-VI compounds, there is
still a pressing need for more incisive theoretical (and
experimental) treatments.

Since the first study of (hexagonal) ZnS by the OPiiV
method in 1960,"there has been a steady improvement
in OPW band calculations. In large measure, this im-
provement has been made possible by the increasing
availability of faster and higher-capacity electronic
digital computers. While it would have been pro-
hibitively difficult in 1960 to carry out self-consistent
OPW energy-band calculations using variational wave
functions consisting of 200 or more OPWs, such cal-

"R. X. Euwema, T. C. Collins, D. G. Shankland, and J. S.
DeKitt, Phys. Rev. 162, 710 (1967). See also T. C. Collins, R. iX.
Euwema, and J. S. DeWitt, in Ref. I, p. 598."T. C. Collins, D. J. Stukel, and R. X. Euwema, Bulj. Am.
Phys. Soc. 13, 412 (1968), Abstract CJ3."F. Herman and S. Skillman, in Proceedings of the Inte& national
Conference on Semiconductor Physics, Prague, 1960 (Publishing
House of Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Prague, 1961),p. 20.
740
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culations are now being performed on a routine basis at
both of our laboratories.

Energy-band results for a variety of II-VI com-
pounds, based on preliminary ER-OPW and SC-OPW
band calculations, have been reported in a number of
recent papers. ~" Continuing improvements in our
computational techniques have enabled us to carry
out still better ER-OPW and SC-OPW band calcula-
tions. In the present paper we will report jointly our
most recent ER-OPW and SC-OPW solutions for cubic
ZnS, ZnSe, CdS, and CdSe. The purposes of this paper
are the following:

(1) To report for the first time the outcome of highly
convergent, highly self-consistent OPW band calcula-
tions for four representative sphalerite-type crystals
(ZnS, ZnSe, CdS, CdSe).

(2) To compare the results of non-self-consistent
and self-consistent OPW (NSC-OPW and SC-OPW)
band calculations.

(3) To compare our results with experiment and with
other theoretical results.

(4) To assess the physical realism of the present set
of SC-OPW band calculations.

(5) To suggest further improvements in such
calculations.

II. SELF-CONSISTENT OPW BAND
CALCULATIONS

The technique of carrying out nonrelativistic self-
consistent OPW band calculations was outlined by
Herman in 1964."The present approach is quite similar
to that discussed in Ref. 14, though there are some diff er-
ences in the details. " In brief, one constructs a trial
crystal potential and then determines the energy levels
and electronic wave functions of the core states and of
a representative sample of the valence states. An im-
proved crystal potential is then constructed in terms of
these wave functions, and the process is repeated until
successive iterations yield substantially the same crystal
potential. In practice, the iterative process is continued
until corresponding Fourier coeScients of crystal po-
tential change by less than 0.0005 Ry in successive
iterations. When this stage is reached, the energy-band
scheme is usually stable to within about 0.02 eV. For
our purposes, this constitutes a self-consistent energy-
band calculation.

The starting crystal potential is represented by a
spatial superposition of nonrelativistic self-consistent
atomic potentials, in the manner of Herman and Skill-
rnan. ' This crystal-potential model, which is sornetirnes
called the overlapping atomic potential model, also forms

"F. Herman, in Proceedings of the International Conference
on the Physics of Semiconductors, Paris, 1964 {Dunod Cie. , Paris,
1964), p. 3.

» R.¹ Euwema, D. J. Stukel, and T. C. Collins (to be pub-
lished). This paper will contain a more complete account of the
present set of SC-OPW band calculations.

TAaLE I. Relativistic mass-velocity and Darwin corrections
for selected interband transitions. These estimates were obtained
from NSC-OPW band calculations by Grst-order perturbation
theory. All entries are in eV.

Transition
Energy

X3.—Fis
X~ —Fis
Xs„—F13„
L3c F la'g

L,—Fis„
L3~-F1;„

ZnS

0.0—0.3
—0.2

0.0
0.0

0.0—0.3
0.0

ZnSe

0.2—0.6

0.0
0.1
0.1

0.2—0.3
0.0

CdS

—0.2—0.5
—0.6—0.1

0.0
—0.1—0.6

0.0

CdSe

0.0—0.8
—0.3

0.1
0.0

0.1—0.5
0.0

the basis of non-self-consistent OPW (NSC-OPW) band
calculations '" "

All of the calculations reported in this paper are
based on a nonrelativistic crystal Hamiltonian and on
Slater's free-electron exchange approximation. " We
have repeated most of these calculations using the
Kohn-Sham version'0 of this approximation. Although
both of these exchange approximations lead to valence
and conduction band structures which are quite similar
from a qualitative point of view, the Kohn-Sham version
usually leads to smaller energy separations between the
valence and conduction bands. The reductions in for-
bidden bandwidth range from a few to several tenths of
an eV. Since there is usually closer quantitative agree-
ment between theoretical and experimental interband
energies for the Slater-type solutions, we will focus our
attention on these in what follows, and not discuss the
K.ohn-Sham solutions further at this time.

The neglect of relativistic and spin-orbit coupling
effects can lead to significant errors in the calculated
band structure, particularly in crystals composed of the
heavier atoms, such as CdSe. The spin-orbit splitting
can be estimated and taken into account in a variety of
ways. """"Rough estimates of the relativistic (ma.ss-
velocity and Darwin) corrections~ can be obtained by
applying first-order perturbation theory to SC-OPW
(or NSC-OPW) solutions"; such estimates are listed
in Table I. Even allowing for the fact that such esti-
mates are accurate to only about 20%, it is clear that
the neglect of relativistic effects can lead to errors in
interband energy separations of a few to several tenths

"F.Herman, R. L. Kortum, C. D. Kuglin, and R. A. Short,
in Quantum Theory of Atoms, Molecules, and the Solid State, edited
by P. O. Lowdin (Academic Press Inc. Xew York, 1966), p. 381."F. Herman, R. L. Kortum, and C. D. Kuglin, Intern. J.
Quan. Chem. 1S, 533 (1967)."F.Herman, R. L. Kortum, C. D. Kuglin, and J.P. Van Dyke,
in Energy Bands in Metals and Alloys, edited by J. T. Waber and
L. H. Bennett (Gordon and Breach, Science Publishers, Inc. ,
New York, 1968), p. 19.

'9 J. C. Slater, Phys. Rev. 81, 385 (1951).
'0 W. Kohn and L. J. Sham, Phys. Rev. 14D, A1133 (1965)."S.Bloom and T. K. Bergstresser, Solid State Commun. 6,

465 (i968).
~ P. Eckelt, Solid State Commun. 6, 489 (1968).
'3 F. Herman, C. D. Kuglin, K. F. Cuff, and R. L. Kortum,

Phys. Rev. Letters ll, 541 (1963).
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of an eU. The most significant errors will normally be
associated with energy separations between s-like con-
duction-band states and p-like valence-band states.
The direct band gap (I'~. —I'~;„)is an example of such
an energy separation. It appears that the inclusion of
relativistic sects tends to reduce the energy separation
between valence- and conduction-band states in sphal-
erite-type crvstals.

In order to take relativistic and spin-orbit coupling
eGects into account properly, it is necessary to work
within the framework of a fully relativistic crystal
Hamiltpnian. ' ~ ~ Although fully relativistic OPW
band calculations based on a trial crystal potential have
already been carried out for over 25 diferent crystals,
including several II-VI compounds, "we have not yet
attempted to iterate the solutions so as to achieve self-
consistency. For the present, we must content our-
selves with comparisons of nonrelativistic (NREL) so-
lutions, i.e., NREL-NSC-OPW versus NREL-SC-OPW.
In due course, we hope to be able to make similar com-
parisons between REL-NSC-OP% and REL-SC-OPW
solutions, where RKL denotes relativistic. In any event,
w'e w'ould expect the future comparison of relativistic
solutions to have a great deal in common with the
present comparison of nonrelativistic solutions.

TABLE II. Zonal weighting factors used in integrating over the
volume of the Brillouin zone. The 6rst set involves only the F

oint; the second set only L; the third set F, X, and L; and the
ourth set F, X, L, and W.

Point

r
X
L
W

1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
1.0
0.0
0.0

F-X-L

0.125
0.375
0.5
0.0

r-X-L-W

0.1258
0.1731
0.3600
0.3411

In the present calculations, we wish to achieve the
highest practical degree of mathematical accuracy. In
all types of OPW band calculations, it is important to
make sure that enough OP% terms are included in the
variational wave functions to insure a high degree of
convergence. The convergence properties of NSC-OPW
band calculations for cubic ZnS are illustrated in Fig. 1.
In this drawing, the energy levels at I' are shown as a
function of the number of OPWs used. In order to ob-
tain solutions that are convergent to about 0.1 eV, it is
necessary to use about 181 OPWs. If one increases the
number of OPKs from 181 to 229, F&, and I'I, change
by about 0.01 eV, I'», changes by about 0.05 eV, and
I'»„changes by about 0.09 eV. Further increases in the
number of OPWs lead to negligible changes in these

ZnS

I 8 —OVERLAPPING ATOMIC POTENTIAL MODEL

I6— I' POINT
Level r-X-L F-X-L-W

TABLE III. Comparison of ZnSe SC-OPW energy levels at F
and L points, obtained on the basis of four difFerent zone-sampling
schemes (229 OPWs). All entries are in eV.

I2—
10— "ec

F15c
FIc
FIsy

FIy

4.64
1.65
0.0—11.86

6.43
2.75
0.0—11.83

6.42
2.75
0.0—11.82

6.66
2.94
0.0—11.82

4—
= 2

K
w -2—
W

"6—
-8—

-)0—
-)2

Zn ~d BAND

"IC

rISV

FIy

-16—
-I8—
-.0

50 )25 200 275 350 425 500
NUMBER OF ORTHOGONALIZED PLANE %AVES

fl4 P. Soven, Phys. Rev. 137, A1706 (1965).
~5 F. Herman, R. L. Kortum, I. B. Ortenberger, and J. P. Van

Dyke, J. Phys. (Paris) {to be published).

FIG. 1. Convergence study of NSC-OPW energy levels at F point
in cubic ZnS. The location of 3d Zn level is also shown.

LIc
Lac
LIc
L3,
LI,
LI,

9.65
5.62
2.08—0.91—5.72—10.46

9.57
7.11
3.59—0.66—4.53—10.81

9.69
7.10
3.57—0.66—4.54—10.80

9.72
7.32
3.79—0.64—4.40—10.84

energy levels. The convergence properties of the energy
levels at other points in the zone are similar to those
shown in Fig. 1.

In determining the valence electron charge distri-
bution in SC-OPW band calculations, one sums the
contributions of all occupied valence band states —in
principle. In practice, one performs this sum by using a
representative sample of points in the reduced zone, and
assigning suitable weights to the various points. In such
calculations, it is also necessary to check the conver-
gence of the solutions as a function of the number of
points sampled in the reduced zone.

In Table II we show' the weights used in four succes-
sively oner samples, and in Table III we show the
corresponding self-consistent energy levels at F and J
for cubic ZnSe (using 229 OPWs at P and a comparable
number of OPWs at the other sample points). The
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weights for the first three types of samples hardly need
explanation. The weights for the final four-point sample
are proportional to those fractions of the reduced zone
which lie closer to the points in question than to the
remaining points.

It is clear from Table III that the sample involving
only the zone center is not representative of the zone as
a whole. The sample involving only the I. point is de-
cidedly better. In fact, one obtains nearly the same
energy band structure using I.alone or the combination
of r, X, and I.. The inclusion of the zone corners (W)
leads to changes in the band structure of the order of
0.1 to 0.2 eV. According to our best estimates, the four-

TABLE IV. SC-OPW energy eigenvalues for cubic ZnS, ZnSe
CdS, and CdSe, based on four-point (F,X,L,S') zone sampling.
229 OP%s were used at F, and a comparable number of OP%'s at
X, I., and 8'. The zero of energy has been placed at the top of the
valence band (F~~). All entries are in eV.

ZnS

16—

12—

2

K
4Jz 2
4J -4—

SELF-GONSI STENT MODEL

P POINT

~ic
~inc

"&sv

Level

F16cF„
F16c
Fg~

XI,
Xg,
X6c
X,
Xi~

X$ -X-
Xg;X6,

ZnS

7.99
3.77
0.00—11.77

5.95
5.01—1.61—3.93—10.29

7.55
6.62

ZnSe

6.66
2.94
0.00—11.82

4.49
4.19-1.65—4.31—10.48

6.15
5.84

CdS

7.58
2.72
0.00—10.92

5.68
4.89—1.44—3.33—9.72

7.12
6.33

CdSe

6.61
2.32
0.00—10.92

4.76
4.21—1.36—3.46—9.97

6.13
5.58

-10—

I I I I

50 100 150 200 250
NUMBER OFORTHOGONALIZED Pl ANE WAVES

FIG. 2. Convergence study of SC-OP% energy levels atI point in cubic ZnS.

LI,
Lic
La~

Lf,

LI;Lg„
Lg;L3,

8"gc
8'I,
S'I,

S'f,
8'~

+'Ic-~go

9.88
8.62
4.96—0.61—4.20—10.66

9.23
5.57

7.47
7.06—1.96—2.10—3.70—10.26

9.02

9.72
7.31
3.79-0.64—4.40—10.84

7.96
4.42

6.38
6.44—1.98—2.28—4.04—10.46

8.42

8.46
8.24
4.30—0.56—3.62—10.00

8.80
4.86

6.59
6.66—1.72—1.74—3.19—9.68

8.38

8.44
7.20
3.67—0.$3—3.57—10.21

7.73
4.20

6.02
6.09-1.60—1.79—3.26—9.92

7.70

point sample involving I', I, I., and 8' leads to a band
structure which is stable to about 0.1 eV. That is to
say, the band structure should not change by more than
about 0.1 eV with the inclusion of additiona1 sampling
points.

Using the four-point sample just mentioned, SC-
OPW solutions were obtained for cubic ZnS, ZnSe,
CdS, and CdSe using 229 OPWs at r (and a comparable
number of OPWs at X, L, and W). The calculated
energy levels are shown for reference in Table IV. The
convergence properties of these solutions both as a
function of the number of OPWs used per point and the

number of sample points used were carefully checked
in all cases.

For purposes of comparison with Fig. 1, the con-
vergence properties of the SC-OP% solutions for cubic
ZnS are shown in Fig. 2. In going from 181 to 229 OPWs,
the SC-OPW I'&„I &„and F», levels change by less
than 0.005 eV, while the SC-OP% I'&;. level changes by
about 0.02 eV on an absolute scale. In Figs. 1 and 2,
we have actually treated I'~~„asa fixed reference level,
and shown all changes with respect to this fixed refer-
ence. At 229 OPWs, the over-all convergence of our
SC-OPW energy levels is probably within a few hun-
dredths of an eV.

It is noteworthy that beyond a certain number of
OPWs, the SC-OPW solutions are more rapidly con-
vergent than the NSC-OPW solutions. This appears to
be a consequence of the smoothing introduced by the
self-consistent iteration.

The lattice constants used in the present calculations
are listed in Table V. Since diBerent sources sometimes
quote slightly diferent values for the lattice constants,
we decided to find out how much the band structure
changed if the lattice constant was changed slightly.
Accordingly, we carried out tw'o sets of self-consistent
calculations for ZnSe, using lattice constants which
diSered by 0.2%. This led to direct band gaps which
diGered by 0.08 eV. Thus, even if we have to contend
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ce constants used

ER. , ~ D KORTUM744

SorSe
core shiftCrystal

5.41
5.65
6.081b

5.839

—1.839—1.584—1.418—1.289

Pseudo~
calc (est)

8.9
3.7 (3.8)
0.0

8.0
3.8
0.0

—14.1

1 16c

1'1c

&'1a~

Zn 3d

8.8
4.3
0.0

—4.0

9.0
7Q

0.0
—5.0

9.0
3.7+

0.0
—6.9
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results of ER-KK.R' ' and empirical pseudopotcntial
(PSEUDO)' band calculations for ZnS and ZnSe.

Let us 6rst address ourselves to the NSC-OPW and
SC-OPW solutions, all of which were obtained using
229 OPWs at the zone center (and a comparable num-
ber of OPWs at other points in the zone). All of these
solutions are well converged with respect to the number
of OPWs used per point. In addition, the SC-OPW solu-
tions are probably convergent to within about 0.1 to
0.2 eV with respect to the number of points sampled in
the reduced zone.

As can be seen from these tables, the general conse-
quence of self-consistent iteration is a reduction in the
energy separation between valence and conduction
bands. I or example, the direct band gap 1 I,—I'1;,, is
reduced by 0.3 eV in ZnSe; by 0.5 eV in ZnS; by 0.9
eV in CdSe; and by 1.5 eV in CdS. Similarly, the reduc-
tion in F1;,—I'1;„,is 0.8 eV in ZnS; 0.9 eV in ZnSe; 1.5
eV in CdSe; and 1.9 eV in CdS. The reduction in
energy separation between valence and conduction
bands is usually smaller for crystals whose constituent
atoms are nearly the same in atomic number or size
(e.g., ZnSe and ZnS), than for crystals where this is not
the case (e.g., CdSe and especially CdS).

On the other hand, the conduction-band splitting at
X(X3.—X~,) becomes larger as one proceeds from
NSC-OPW to SC-OP% solutions. These particular
changes are smallest for ZnSe (0.2 eV), and somewhat
larger for CdS (0.4 eV), CdSe (0.5 eV), and ZnS (0.6 eV).

Another striking change in going from NSC-OPW to
SC-OPW is the broadening of the three uppermost
valence bands. For example, in CdS, the width of the
two highest valence bands actually doubles (cf. X5„
and 13„),and the width of the third-highest valence
band also increases considerably (cf. X3, and L&„).

To some extent, the change in the band structure
produced by self-consistent iteration is the result of a

TABLE VIII. Comparison of various theoretical energy-level
schemes for cubic CdS. See the (ootnotcs for Talile VI for further
details.

Level SC-OPW NSC-OPW ER-OPW

X3,
XI,
X;„,
Xg„

X3,—X.-,
„

Xl,—X;„
X3o-XI„.

Lg,

L;I,,
LI,

Lac-Lg„
LIc—L3~

7.6
2.7
0.0—16.6

5.7
4.9—1.4—3.3

7.1
6.3
0.8

8.2
4.3—0.6—3.6

8.8
4.9

9.5
4.2
0.0—4.2

7.0
6.6—0.7—2.2

7.7
7.3
0.4

9.8
6.0—0.3—2.3

10.1
6.3

9.8
2.5*
0.0—5.7

7.2
6.0—0.6—2.2

7.8
6.6
1.2*

10.1
5.4
0.1—2.1

10.0
5.3*

redistribution of valence electrons (chemical bond for-
mation). This charge redistribution is of considerable
physical, chemical, and crystallographic interest; we
hope to discuss this further in subsequent publications.
For the present, we will concentrate on the changes in
the energy-band structure associated with the passage
from NSC-OPW to SC-OP%.

It is fairly evident that a valence-electron charge re-
distribution will lead to a change in the crystal Cou-
lomb potential through Poisson's equation, and also to
a change in the crystal exchange potential (recall that
we are using Slater's free-electron exchange approxima-
tion). In the interest of completeness, we should men-
tion that self-consistent iteration also leads to changes
in the core-electron distribution, but these changes are
usually quite negligible.

TABLE VII. Comparison of various theoretical energy-level
schemes for cubic ZnSe. See the footnotes for Table VI for further
details.

TABLE IX. Comparison of various theoretical energy-level
schemes for cubic CdSe. See the footnotes for Table VI for further
details.

Level

risc
r&,
rlsv
Zll 3d

6.7
2.9
0.0

—12.6

7.6
3.2
0.0
543

7.7
2.8+

0.0
—6.3

8.0
2.9+
0.0

—7.1

SC-OPW NSC-OPW ER-OPW ER-KKR
Pseudo

calc (est)

7.9
2.9 (2.9)
0.0

Level

Cd 4d

X3c
XI,
X-
Xg,

6.6
2.3
0.0—14.7

8.1
3.2
0.0—5.2

8.3
1.9*
0.0—6.9

SC-OPW XSC-OPW KR-OPW

Xlc
Xlc
Xsc
Xsc

X3c-Xsv
Xg~Xg,
XB~XIc

Llc
Lic
Loc
Lic

Le~Lac
Lxe-Lac

4.5
4.2

—1.7
—4.3

6.2
5.9
0.3

7.4
3.8

—0.6
—4.4

8.0
4.4

5 ' 1

5.0
—1.3
—3.7

6.4
6.3
0.1

8.1

4.3
—0.5
—3.8

8.6
4.8

5.4
4.2

—1.4
—34

6.8
5.6
1.2+

8.1

4.5
—0.4

3\ 7

8.5
4.9+

5.1

4.9
—1.6
—4.0

6.7
6.5
0.2

8.5
4.3

—0.7
—4.2

9.2
5.0

5.4
4.5

—1.5

6.9 (7.2)
6.0 (6.4)
0.9 (0.8)

7.9
4.5

—0.5

8.4 (8.4)
5.o (5.o)

X3,—X:,
„

XI,-X:,
„

X3,-XI,

L3„
Llc
Lg, ,

LI„

LI,—L3,,

4.7
4.2—1.4—3.5

6.1
5.6
0.5

7.2
3.7—0.5—3.6

7.7
4.2

5.8
5.7—0.8—2.6

6.6
6.5
0.1

8.6
4.8—0.3—2.6

8.9
5.1

5.9
4.9—0.8—2.5

6.7
5.7
1.0*

8.6
4.3—0.1—2.5

8.7
4.4*
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If the starting or trial crystal potential used in the
NSC-OPW band calculations'~ adhered as closely to the
free-electron exchange approximation as the SC-OPW
band calculations do, the difference between NSC-OPW
and SC-OPW solutions would represent a true measure
of the changes in the band structure produced by
changes in the electronic charge distribution.

It is appropriate to recall, therefore, that the trial
crystal potential used in the NSC-OPW band calcula-
tions has the form of a spatial superposition of over-
lapping atomic potentials. Each of these atomic poten-
tials is represented in practice by a no@relativistic
self-consistent neutral-atom potential of the Hartree-
Fock-Slater free-electron exchange variety. " In con-
trast to Ref. 26, the atomic exchange potentials used
here are proportional to the cube root of the atomic
charge density for all values of r. Since the atoms are
chosen to be electrically neutral, the atomic Coulomb
potentials approach zero at large values of r, and so do
the atomic exchange potentials. In short, the crystal
potential is represented by a spatial superposition of
overlapping atomic potentials each of which approaches
zero at large distances from its respective center.

While this representation has many attractive physi-
cal and mathematical features —this is why it was intro-
duced in the first place"—the resulting crystal exchange
potential does not have quite the form demanded by
the free-electron exchange approximation. According to
this representation (overlapping atomic potential
model), the crystal exchange potential is expressed

rather than

not followed this course for two quite separate reasons:
If our ultimate objective is a SC-OPW solution, then
the NSC-OPW calculation provides a convenient start-
ing point, and the difference between Eqs. (1) and (2)
is automatically taken care of on the first iteration. On
the other hand, if our ultimate objective is an ER-OPW
solution, then the difference between Eqs. (1) and (2)
can be absorbed in the empirical correction. In either
case, it is not essential to ascertain the actual difFerence
between Eqs. (1) and (2).

It is clear from Tables VI—IX that the various theo-
retical energy-band models are quite similar quali-
tatively and semiquantitatively, but that there are
often appreciable quantitative differences from solution
to solution. The empirical pseudopotentia1, solutions of
Cohen and Bergstresser' (PSEUDO) were adjusted to
the experimental values for the direct band gaps, and
to rough estimates of other key interband transition
energies. While the direct band gaps are usually known
to within about 0.1 eV, the other estimates are uncertain
by about O.S eV. The ER-KKR solutions of Eckelt,
Madelung, and Treusch~~ are based on first-principles
calculations supplemented by small empirical correc-
tions, the spirit here being similar to that of our own
ER-OPW solutions. ~" In the case of the ER-KKR
solutions, the empirical correction amounted to shifting
the constant part of the muon-tin potential relative to
the spherical atomic potential parts. The shift was de-
signed to bring calculated band gaps into agreement
with experiment. Since this type of empirical correction
is only one of several possible types, ~" there is no
guarantee that the values of the other interband
transition energies are actually brought closer to ex-
periment by this correction. It is also not clear how
drastically the first-principles KKR solutions would be
altered by self-consistent iteration.

where the sums are taken over all direct lattice vectors
d and basis vectors f, and where V is expressed in ryd-
bergs.

Although the differences between Eqs. (1) and (2)
are estimated to be rather small for the crystals under
study, they are suKciently large to account for a non-
trivial fraction of the differences between NSC-OPW
and SC-OPW energy-level schemes so apparent in
Tables VI—IX.In short, the differences in Tables VI—IX
are due only in part to changes in the valence-electron
distribution induced by self-consistent iteration; they
are also due in part to the approximate construction of
the crystal exchange potential in the NSC-OPW
calculations.

It is, of course, possible to calculate the difference be-
tween Eqs. (1) and (2), and to use this difference as an
improvement in the NSC-OPW calculations. We have

26F. Herman and S. Skillman, Atomic Structgre CalculAions
(Prentice-Hall, Inc. , Englewood Clips, N. J., 1963).

IV. EMPIRICALLY REFINED OPW BAND
CALCULATIONS

In Tables VI—IX we also show the results of ER-
OPW band calculations for cubic ZnS, ZnSe, CdS, and
CdSe. The starting point of these calculations is a set of
NSC-OPW solutions based on j.81 OPWs at the zone
center. (If we had used a similar set of solutions based
on 229 OPWs at the zone center as the point of de-
parture, the outcome would have been the same, within
a few tenths of an eV.) In order to improve the agree-
ment between our 6rst-principles solutions (NSC-OPW)
and experiment, we make use of a three-parameter
empirical correction scheme which we have employed
with considerable success in earlier studies of sphalerite-
type crystals. ~'0 Two of the empirical parameters (cat-
ion and anion core shifts) are used to modify the effec-
tive crystal potential in the ion core regions, and the
third [symmetric component of s(111)) to raise or lower
the potential in the interstitial region relative to the
ion core regions. The three parameters are so chosen
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that the calculated values of three key interband trans-
ition energies agree with their experimental counterparts
(or with estimates based on our own analysis of ex-
perimental reflectivity spectra).

Our empirical adjustment scheme is considerably
more flexible and realistic than that used in the ER-KKR
calculations mentioned above. The KKR adjustment
scheme is equivalent to ignoring the symmetric corn-
ponent of s(111),and setting the anion and cation core
shif ts equal to one another. Our three-parameter
scheme allows for independent adjustments of the
anion and cation core shifts, and for an increase or
decrease in the magnitude of the potential "arches"
in the interstitial region.

We generally carry out our empirical adjustments by
assigning suitable values to the band gap at I', FI,—I'~~„'
the band gap at L, I ~.—1.3, , and the band gap at X,
X&,—X5,. The 6rst of these quantities is usually a well-
known experimental quantity; the second can be esti-
mated from the location of the 6rst reAectivity peak
(within a few tenths of an eV); and the third can be
estimated from the location of the second (main) re-
Aectivity peak (also within a few tenths of an eV). In
our treatment, I&,—L3„is set equal to the energy of
the 6rst re8ectivity peak (though it could equally well
be set 0.1 or 0.2 eV lower than this), and X&.—X~. is
set a few to several tenths of an eV less than the energy
of the second (main) reflectivity peak. In choosing a
value for Xi,—X5„,an attempt is made to obtain a
reasonable value for X3,—Xj„aswell. Since it is
dificult to determine the value of X3.—XI, from an in-
spection of the experimental reQectivity curve, we have
adopted certain estimates, which we arrive at as
follows.

In the isoelectronic sequence Ge-GaAs-ZnSe, it is
reasonable to assume that X~.—XI, is a linear function
of the "antisymmetric potential. " Since X3,—X~, is 0
in Ge, and 0.6 eV in GaAs, we adopt a value of 1.2 eV
for X3,—X~. in ZnSe. Next, let us consider the isoelec-
tronic sequence GeSi-GaP-ZnS. Knowing that X3,—XI,
is 0.2 eV in GaP, and assuming that this X splitting
changes by 0.6 eV as one moves from the III-V corn-
pound to the IV—IV or II—VI compound, we obtain an
X splitting of —0.4 eV for GeSi, and 0.8 eV for ZnS.
The value thus obtained for ZnS is a reasonable one,
and we will adopt it. (Digression: If the Ge and Si atoms
are interchanged in the unit cell, the symmetry labels
X~.—X~, are also interchanged. ) If this is done, we ob-
tain a value of +0.4 eV for X3,—X&, in SiGe. By an
extension of the same argument, we would obtain a
value of +1.0 eV for X3,—Xq, for AsAl (AlAs), an
estimate which we also consider reasonable.

Before turning to the isoelectronic sequence SnGe-
InAs-CdSe, let us consider the closely related sequence
GeSn-GaSb-ZnTe. According to some of our earlier
studies' of GaSb and ZnTe, X3,—XI, is 0.2 eV in
GaSb and 0.6 eV in Zn Te. Assuming that this X splitting

changes by 0.4 eV from member to member i~ this se-
quence (and also in the SnGe-InAs-CdSe sequence), we
find an X splitting of —0.2 eV in GeSn, or of +0.2 eV
in SnGe; an X splitting of 0.6 eV in InAs, and an X
splitting of 1.0 eV in CdSe (which we adopt). By similar
arguments we obtain a value of 1.2 eV for CdS.

In Tables VI—IX the ER-OPW energy levels that
were adjusted to experiment (or to reasonable estimates)
are marked with an asterisk. The remaining values were
obtained from the original solutions by taking the
empirical corrections into account.

V. OPTICAL SPECTRUM CALCULATIONS

If accurate experimental values were available for all
the interband transition energies listed in Tables VI—IX,
it would be a simple matter to decide which theoretical
model was in best over-all agreement with experiment.
Unfortunately, only the band gaps (optical thresholds)
are accurately known (say within 0.1 eV). It is possible
to obtain rough estimates of certain other interband
transition energies by calculating the optical spectrum
(actually ez) and comparing this with its experimental
counterpart.

However, available experimental reflectivity spectra
are often of uncertain accuracy, and the derived ex-
perimental ~2 spectra are correspondingly uncertain. In
some cases the experimental reflectivity spectra are
available but the derived e~ spectra are not, so that one
has to contend with the possible differences between
these two types of spectra. Apart from such considera-
tions, one must bear in mind that the optical spectrum
is a weighted sum over all possible direct interband
transitions; each transition is weighed by its oscillator
strength. Since it is not possible to calculate the os-
cillator strengths with a high degree of accuracy, there
will often be serious discrepancies in magnitude and
shape between theoretical and experimental optical
spectra. But even if such discrepancies are discounted,
and one compares only prominent spectral features, such
as peaks and shoulders, there are still many aspects of
the underlying energy band model that are not really
tested by such comparisons. In particular, one cannot
establish the values of interband transition energies
associated with regions which do not contribute im-

portantly to the optical spectrum, and one cannot deter-
mine the relative positions of energy levels at different
points in the zone.

In spite of these shortcomings, it is still instructive to
carry out optical spectrum calculations, and to compare
the outcome with experiment. For the moment, let us
focus our attention on the SC-OPW energy level
schemes listed in Tables VI—IX. The calculated energy
levels at the sample points (I', X,1., and W) are shown in
Figs. 5—8 as heavy dots. (The reduced zone is displayed
for convenience in Fig. 4.) We have determined the
band structure in the remainder of the zone by fitting
a pseudopotential-type interpolation scheme to the cal-
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at each of the fine mesh points were calculated from a
knowledge of the band energies and band-energy gra-
dients at the coarse-mesh points. The optical transition
matrix elements at the coarse-mesh points were used for
the associated fine-mesh points. The optical spectrum
(e~) was then calculated by summing over all interband
transitions at each of the 512X155 fine-mesh points.
This process was repeated several times for each crystal

Znse
12-

10

8

E'ro. 4. Reduced zone for sphalerite-type crystals.

culated energy levels at the sample points. The solid
lines in Figs. 5—8 were drawn in with the aid of this
interpolation scheme. (A detailed account of this
scheme is presently being prepared for publication by
Euwema, , Stukel, Collins, DeAVitt, and Shankland. )
Also shown in these figures is the location of the 3d band
in Zn and ZnSe, and the 4&i' band in ('dS and CdSe,

Using this interpolation scheme, the band energies,
band-energy gradients, and optical transition matrix
elements at each of 155 coarse mesh points in the irre-
ducible sector (1/48th) of the reduced zone were evalu-
ated. A fine mesh consisting of 512 points was then
centered at each coarse-mesh point. The band energies
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using slightly different interpolated band structures to
establish the resolution and noise characteristics of the

optical spect~tm calculation. The principal features of

the calculated spectrum usually remained the same,
voile some of the oner details changed. In any event, it
appeared that the positions of the principal peaks could

be established to within about 0.1 eV bx this n&cans.

The theoretical e curves based on the SC-OP%
solutions for ZnS, ZnSe, CdS, and CdSe are displayed
in Figs. 9—12. The regions of the reduced zone which

make the principal contributions to the theoretical ~2

spectrum are indicated (without parentheses). The
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Experimental &2 curves for ZnS, ' ' ZnSe, " and CdS~
are compared with the theoretical ~2 curves in Figs.
9—11.

Since the calculation of optical transition probabilities
is quite approximat- pseudopotential-type wave func-
tions are used and electron-hole interactions are ignored
in the present analysis —it is not surprising that there
are significant differences in the detailed shapes of the
theoretical and experimental optical spectra. The princi-
pal information to be obtained from Figs. 9—11 is the
relative location of corresponding peaks. In addition to
the experimental spectra displayed in these figures, one
can turn to Pollak's extensive compilation of experi-
mental information for cubic ZnS, ZnSe, and CdS,"
and to the experimental results of t.udeke and PauP' ~
for cubic ZnSe.

In the case of cubic ZnS (cf. Fig. 9), there is reasonable
agreement between the three principal experimental
and theoretical peaks. The first of these, at about 5.7
eV, is produced by L3.—+ L&, and related transitions.
The second (main) peak at about 7.0 eV is produced by
Z2, ~Z&, and related transitions over a significant
fraction of the reduced zone. The third peak at about
9.6 eV is produced by L3,~ L3, and related transitions.
The good agreement between theory and experiment
confirms that L~.—L3, and L3,—L3, are given cor-
rectly by SC-OPW to within a few tenths of an eV.
Since the leading edge of the second (main) peak is de-
termined by X~,—X5„and since the second peak
"moves" with Z~, —Zm„the theoretical (SC-OP%) value
for XI,—X5„is consistent with experiment to within a
few' tenths of an eV. It is not really possible to determine
X3 X5 or P ~5,—Fg5„with any degree of confidence
from Fig. 9. In any event, the SC-OPW energy-band
model for cubic ZnS leads to an optical spectrum which
is in satisfactory agreement with the experimental
spectrum over an extended range.

In the case of ZnSe (cf. Fig. 10), there is again good
agreement between theory and experiment so far as the
first peak at about 4.7 eV is concerned, but the second
and third theoretical peaks (at 6.0 and 8.0 eV) lie about
0.4 eV below their experimental counterparts. "In the
case of CdS (cf. Fig. 11), the experimental spectrum is
of rather poor quality (because of poor crystal samples),
but even allowing for this, the situation is similar to that

«' M. Balkanski and Y. Petroff, in Proceedings of the Interna-
tional Conference on the Physics of Semiconductors, Paris, 1964
{Dunod Cie., Paris, 1964),p. 245. Improved experimental reflectiv-
ity and ~«spectra for ZnSe and other II-VI compounds have re-
cently been obtained by these authors. Their new results will be
published shortly."J.S. Baars, in Ref. 1, p. 631.

«9 M. Aven, D. Marple, and B.Segall, J. Appl. Phys. Suppl. 32,
226 (1961).

~ M. Cardona, M. Weinstein, and G. A. Wolff, Phys. Rev. 140,
A633 {1965).

3~ F. H. Pollak, in Ref. 1, p. 552.
'«R. Ludeke and W. Paul, in Ref. 1, p. 123.~ R. I.udeke, Technical Report No. HP-22, Division of En-

gineering and Applied Physics, Harvard University, 1968
(unpublished).

~ R. I.udeke and W. Paul, Phys. Status Solid 23, 413 (1967).
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doublet observed optically" '4 at 4.30 and 4.56 eV
(room-temperature values). The second theoretical
peak at about 5.7 eV is somewhat lower than its ex-
perimental counterpart, which occurs at 6.34 eV." ~

We have repeated the optical spectrum calculations
for cubic ZnSe and CdSe using our ER-OP% solutions
as the underlying energy-band models. The theoretical
results are shown in Figs. 13 and 14. Since the ER-OP%
energy-band models for these crystals were deliberately
chosen to yield optical spectra which agree with ex-
periment, it is hardly surprising that they do. Of course,
the agreement between theoretical and optical spectra
provides a check on some features of the energy-band
structure, but does not resolve such questions as: What
is the energy separation between X3, and XI.?; be-
tween X~, and I"&,?; between L~, and I'~, ?; betweenF, and F „?
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We have not repeated the optical spectrum calcula-
tions for cubic ZnS or CdS using our ER-OPW solutions
for two quite different reasons. In the case of ZnS, our
ER-QPW solution is so close to our SC-OPW solution
that both can be expected to yield essentially the same
optical spectrum (and hence to agree with experiment).
In the case of CdS, we did not feel it was worthwhile to
recalculate the optical spectrum in view of the inferior
quality of the experimental spectrum. However, we
believe that the theoretical spectrum based on ER-
QPW w'ould be in better agreement with experiment
than that based on SC-OPW.

To the extent that the ER-OPW solutions are closer
to experiment than the SC-OPW and NSC-OPW solu-

tions, a comparison of these three sets of solutions can
be used to gauge the relative merits of the SC-OP% and
NSC-QPW results.

Finally, a word is in order concerning the location of
the 3d bands in ZnS and ZnSe, and the 4d bands in
CdS and CdSe. The experimental reflectivity spectra of
ZnS, ZnSe, CdS, and CdSe show high-energy peaks"
between 10.5 and 14.5 eU which have usually been
attributed to transitions from the d bands in these ma-
terials to the conduction bands. This interpretation is
clearly speculative, since these refiectivity peaks could
equally well be associated with transitions from the
lowest valence band (or even the higher valence bands)
to the conduction bands. However, if we go along with
the d-band interpretation, and pick for the 6nal states
the energy range in the conduction band having the
highest density of states, we find that the d-band loca-
tions given by the ER-KKR,~' ER-OPW, and NSC-
OPW energy-band models are in reasonable accord with
experiment, while those given by the SC-OPW models
are invariably too low. The 6rst three types of band
models usually place the d bands between the lowest
and second lowest valence bands, while the SC-OPW
models place the d bands somewhat below the lowest
valence band (cf. Figs. 9—12). We are continuing to
study the question of the d-band locations.

[In going from the NSC-OPW to the SC-OPW solu-
tions, the d bands are found (by the Aerospace Research
Laboratories group) to move downward in energy by
several eV. This downward shift is associated with a
redistribution of valence electron charge. In order to
check this point, the Lockheed group calculated the
band structure of ZnSe using Zn+ and Se ions rather
than neutral Zn and Se atoms (again within the frame-
work of the overlapping atomic potential model). In
going from Zn'Se' to Zn+Se (NSC-OPW), the Zn 3d
band moves downward in energy by 4.3 eV, and the
separation between valence and conduction bands is
reduced by 0.7 to 1.7 eV. While both of these trends are
in the same direction as those found by the Aerospace
Research Laboratories group (in going from NSC-OPW
to SC-OPW), the Lockheed group believes that the
self-consistent charge transfer from Zn to Se should be
of the order of 3 of an electron charge, so that the Zn

3d band should shift down&rani hi. only 1-1.5 eV, a~d
the valence and conduction bands should approach each
other by only 0.2—0.6 eV. It is not clear at present why
the downward shifts in the d bands found by the Aero-

space Research Laboratories group are so much larger. f

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Both the SC-OPW and the NSC-OPW band calcula-
tions lead to energy-band schemes which are in quali-
tative and semiquantitative agreement with experi-
ment. Considering the many simplifying assumptions
inherent in these calculations, it is most gratifying
that our first-principles results agree with experiment
as well as they do. It is encouraging to find that some of
the essential features of the calculated band structure
and optical spectrum agree with experiment to within a
few tenths of an eV. Some key features, such as the
band gap and the 6rst refiectivity peak, are often in
better agreement with experiment for the SC-OPW
solutions, while other important features, such as the
second (main) and third reflectivity peaks, are usually
in better agreement with experiment for the NSC-OPW
solutions. As we have shown, the NSC-OPW solutions
can be readily improved by the introduction of care-
fully chosen empirical corrections. The SC-OPW solu-
tions can be similarly improved. In practice, the
empirical corrections required to bring theory and
experiment into agreement are quite small.

From the standpoint of physical rigor, the SC-OP%
solutions are clearly superior to the NSC-OPW solu-
tions. It must be emphasized that the comparison be-
tween the SC-OPW energy level scheme and experi-
ment is physically more signi6cant than that between
the NSC-OP% scheme and experiment. The former
comparison also provides a more incisive test of Slater's
free-electron exchange approximation than does the
latter. Our work provides some idea of the changes in
the band structure of II-VI crystals that are produced
by self-consistent iteration.

It is clear from our results that the treatment of ex-
change eff'ects in crystals will have to be improved con-
siderably before first-principles band calculations can
be expected to agree with experiment to better than a
few tenths of an eV over a wide energy range. It will
also be necessary to carry out such calculations within
a fully relativistic framework, and to take correlation
eff'ects into account more explicitly. As first-principles
band calculations continue to improve, we expect to
obtain not only better energy-level schemes, but better
sets of crystal wave functions and better electronic
charge distributions. In all of these developments, we
expect to see self-consistent solutions come more and
more into their own.
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